2016 PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS
Be Prepared By Knowing What’s About To Happen
By: Joan Bastady
I’m not a psychic by any means, so please use this prediction page as entertainment purposes
only. I’m pretty intuitive, I’m a Pisces with a life path #9 so I’m pretty good guesser when I tap
into my inner guide. But I am making no claim at all to be a psychic. I’m just writing what I
personally feel will happen in 2016 based on a hunch, using my intuition to guide me. However,
if you review the psychic predictions for 2013 in ZH Magazine that were published in the Oct-Dec
Issue of 2012, you’d see 90% of my predicted events occurred. While I don’t typically write this
section and I leave it to the true psychics, I figured what the heck, let’s give it another try. If I’m
accurate again, it just goes to prove to my readers that we all have the answers within us and we
just need to tap into our intuition and focus. If nothing else, I hope to enlightened my readers.

* There’s going to be a lot more UFO sightings reported, more so
than ever before and we will even hear of alien encounters from
reputable people which brings it to the forefront of the media

* Japan will have another catastrophic Tsunami
* Russia, with the help of China will attack the US, and this will be
on the east coast
* There will be an attack in Paris France that will be aimed at US
tourists
* Abortions will be banned in a few states in the U.S.
* There will be a new male fashion line launching in 2016 that will
rapidly grow national and international exposure. It will be from
a designer not very well know yet by those not in the industry.
* The job market will get better in the U.S. and people will have
a lot more opportunities and not feel “stuck” in their current
situation

* In early part of 2016 a major devastating Earthquake will occur
in the Northwest region of the US
* A famous well known Caucasian female with light colored hair
(blonde/yellowish golden butterscotch/white) will become
very ill, and possibly pass away or come close to it with a serious
illness (possibly Betty White, Dolly Parton, Lady Gaga or maybe
Hillary Clinton)
* The stock market will decline in the first quarter of the year,
slightly rebound but then decline again in the second quarter.
However by the third and fourth quarter there will be a quick
increase in many areas of the stock market

2016

* The Statue of Liberty will be under attack and damaged
* The price of gold will increase tremendously in 2017, but starting
in the fourth quarter of 2016 we will see a positive movement. It
is advised to invest now at the low price it’s at
* Singer Adele will have a serious bout of depression and a scandal
will surround her
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